NEW PRODUCTS
CAT IV True RMS 3000A
AC Flex Clamp Meters

CAT IV 3000A AC Flex Clamp-on
Adaptors

Flexible clamp jaw easily wraps
around bus bars and cable
bundles that may be difficult
to access with regular clamp
meters. The thin 7.5mm cable diameter easily fits into
tight spaces and around large conductors. Measures
True RMS AC Current in three ranges (autoranging).
Bright backlit display for measuring in dimly lit area.
Choose between a 25.4cm or 45.7cm cable clamp
length to accommodate your application needs.

Expand your meter’s capabilities to measure AC
Current up to 3000A. Fit most MultiMeters or
Clamp Meters with standard shrouded banana plug
sockets and mV inputs. Flexible clamp jaw easily
wraps around bus bars and cable bundles where
standard clamp adaptors and meters can’t. The
thin 7.5mm cable diameter easily fits into tight
spaces. Choose between a 25.4cm or
45.7cm clamp cable length. Battery capacity
LED indicator provides battery condition.

MA3010 - Meter with 25.4cm Flex Clamp Cable
MA3018 - Meter with 45.7cm Flex Clamp Cable

CA3010 - Adaptor with 25.4cm clamp cable
CA3018 - Adaptor with 45.7cm clamp cable

True RMS 300A Mini Clamp Meters + NCV

MA260 CAT IV True RMS 200A AC Open Jaw
Clamp Meter + NCV

Choice of AC Current or AC/DC Current
model with 22mm jaw size and high
accuracy measuring current up to
3000A. Advanced feature of Low Pass
Filter (LPF) for accurate measurement of
variable frequency drive signals. Built-in
Non-Contact Voltage (NCV) Detector
allows for quick detection of live voltage. Smart Auto Sense feature
enables the MA145 to recognize the input (within a given function) and
automatically switch to the correct mode of operation (i.e. AC to DC
Current measurement).
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Easy-to-use, one button, Auto Sense
technology allows meter to recognize
the input being measured and will
automatically switch to the correct mode
of operation. For AC Voltage, Auto Sense
feature evaluates input signal and adjusts Input Impedance to
eliminate effects of ghost voltages. Its convenient 16mm Open
Jaw design provides quick measurements in tight locations. True
RMS provides accurate readings and built-in Non-Contact Voltage
(NCV) Detector allows for quick detection of live voltage.

MA140 - TRMS 300A AC Current Clamp Meter
MA145 - TRMS 300A AC/DC Current Clamp Meter

AUT600 FLEET Troubleshooting Kit
This special value FLEET Kit is
assembled to provide all the automotive
testing/troubleshooting needs for
trucks, buses, and RVs with AC
auxiliary power systems.
Kit Includes:
- EX505: Industrial grade, CAT IV600V, Waterproof (IP67), True RMS
MultiMeter
- 42510: Mini InfraRed Thermometer
(8:1 distance to target ratio) measures
up to 538°C

EX505: True RMS functions give
DC400: Compact meter with
accurate readings of AC auxiliary
30mm jaw size allows DC Current
power and battery back up systems measurements in tight locations

42510: Quick check for hot spots in
automotive applications with noncontact IR Thermometer

- DC400: 400A DC Clamp Meter
- Stored in protective hard case
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AC/DC Magnetic Field Meters
Measure both AC and DC Magnetic Field in Gauss and
mT (milli Tesla) with a uniaxial Hall effect sensor and
built-in ATC (Automatic Temperature Compensation).
These meters also conveniently indicate North or South
Pole on the display. The SDL900 is also a datalogger with
internal memory that stores up to 99 readings, while SD
memory card (included) allows continuous datalogging.
Readings can then be easily exported to an Excel® format
for further analysis.

AC Magnetic Field —
Troubleshooting sprinkler
relay system

MF100 - AC/DC Magnetic Field Meter
SDL900 - AC/DC Magnetic Field Meter/Datalogger

MF100

DC Magnetic Field —
Checking a permanent
magnet standard

SDL900

THD5 USB Temperature Datalogger
Convenient, portable, one-time use USB Temperature Datalogger with a USB 2.0 connector records temperature
from -30 to 70°C. It automatically generates a PDF report with data and trending graph. Perfect for monitoring
temperature readings for food, pharmaceuticals, and other cold chain goods during shipment or simultaneously
monitoring temperature levels in various locations throughout an office building, warehouse, or storage facility.
Complete with 10 datalogging units; each with a CR2032 button battery and plastic bag.
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Easy-to-use: A. Plug into a PC to adjust the settings (requires Adobe® Reader® software) B. Put the Datalogger back inside plastic bag and
seal the opening C. Place in an area where temperature is to be monitored and press START for the unit to start recording D. When datalogging
duration is completed, plug back into a PC where it will automatically generate a PDF report.

RHT3 EzSmart™ Hygro-Thermometer

MO50 Compact Moisture Meter

Make your iOS® and Android™ Smart Devices* even
smarter with this EzSmart Hygro-Thermometer and
free app from iTunes® and Google
Play™ store! This unique technology
provides iOS/Android device
owners the ability to take quick,
general readings of Humidity and
Temperature. Further analyze these
readings with the handy trend
graph feature. It’s fully functional
like a regular all purpose HygroThermometer for a fraction of the cost!

Take quick Moisture level
reference measurements
on wood and building
materials with this
convenient compact-sized
Moisture Meter. Easy-tooperate with display icons
that indicate the levels of
moisture content plus audible alert feature that beeps
faster as the moisture level increases. Ideal for building
restoration projects and applications where moisture
detection on floors and under carpets is critical. A
must-have tool for analyzing the after-effects of water
leakage behind walls and in ceilings.

*See datasheet for complete list of
compatible devices
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